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AT LEAST A CRUISER
JANUARY 2, 1984

HENRY R. WINKLER

Each of us experiences his encounter with
war in h is own way -- and then proceeds to remember
it quite differently. For most, t he fear, the resentment, above all the s hee r boredom of life in the
military are somehow sloughed off and what remains
is often the romanti c ized residue of fictionalized
recollection. As ve get older, our children and
then our grandchildren become the reluctant victims
of our need to relive the past and, like Coleridge's
passerby, seek uneasily to disengage themselves from
their personal ancient mariner's glittering eye.
My own c h ildren had t he good sense or the
bad taste - - it depends on your point of view -- to
follow in their fat her' s footsteps.
One. is a historian ,
the other a journalist, and both are properly skeptica l
of the tales told, if not by an idiot, at least
across a substantial generation gap. And most of
my grandchildren are still too young to serve as
captive audiences for an aging ancestor. Hence,
The Literary Club.
(Parenthetically, I suppose
this qualified under t he " one war story rule,"
although it may be t h at the rule has been superseded by the "Curry corollary " of December 19, 1983.)
This, then, is an account of the recruitment
of Japanese language specialists for duty during the
Second World War, anecdotal, perhaps disorganized,
reflecting one man's deal ings with a military system
and an unsystematic pack of civilians no more bewildering than most, but bewildering nonetheless.
Even before Pearl Harbor plunged the United
States into a war that was not unexpected, despite
the selective scholarship of revisionist historians,
the armed services had begun to address the language
problem.
It has been asserted that in 1939 there
were only some 80 Caucasians in the country who were
fluent in the use of Japanese.
Possibly the number
was 100, conceivably 110, b ut the o~de~ o£ :m",q""p-ti~~~arns
was somewhere in that vicinity. BUl~dlng upon
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that had developed in academic centers around the
country, at Yale, at Berkeley, at Michigan, in a
few other places, the Army established a Japanese
language school in Minnesota, the Navy a parallel
one in Colorado.
Since I found my way into the Navy program,
it will surprise no one that I believe the Navv did
a better job than the Army . To be sure, the N~VY
was less flexible, I would say more reflective of
the prejudices of the time, than its military counterpart .
It recruited no Nisei, for example, as Japanese
language officers, a serious deficiency in those
commands that were exclusively water-borne. But in
purely technical terms, the Naval course of study
was effective and productive.
I first heard of the program in Washington
in the late fall of 1942. Like so many others, I had
abandoned my graduate work at the University of
Chicago to make my way to the capitol where I joined
the Office of Facts and Fiqures, headed by the poet
Archibald McLeish, as an Information Analyst.
Anticipating that we would be drafted sooner or
later, many of us managed to persuade ourselves
that it was unproductive to remain in our classrooms
and library carrels while the future of our world
was being decided somewhere.
I suspect now that
we were wrong -- and in any case very few of us
went rushing out to enlist in the infantry, whatever
our convictions.
Shortly after we got to Washington in
December of 1941, the OFF was transformed into the
Office of War Information. My position was in the
Domestic Branch -- actually the Newspaper Section
of the Media Division of the Bureau of Intelligence
of the Domestic Branch of the OWl. What did that
mouthful of titles mean? Mostly that I was pretty
low on the totem pole. Basically, John Bobbitt,
a former editor of Modern Age Books, and I were
Co -Directors of a group of about 100 graduates,
ro stly from fashionable Eastern women's colleges,
~~o se task it was to digest hundreds of newspaper
e=it o r i a l s and comments each day.
These in turn
-~-ere

tra.nsformecJ.

into

a weekly media report circulated
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among the various governmental agenc~es s~ ~hat
they might be sensitive to what publlC oplnlon -or rather opinion makers -- was concerned about.
The process was a simple one. Every
Thursday evening after everyone else had left,
Bobbitt and I settled d own with a bottle of I. W.
Harper looked over t he precis provided by our
staff ~nd batted out a report identifying problem
areas -- foot-drag g ing in the synthetic rubber
program, doubts a b o u t anti-inflation measures,
whatever.
Since our boss was a former Newspaper
Guild president wh om we regarded as a fellowtraveling Stalinist, it was only appropriate that
we divert~d to 0 r own use certain Marxist-like
guidelines.
" From each according to his ability~
to each accord in g to his need " translated into
four-fifths of t h e bourbon for John, one-fifth
for me. But each week we managed to get out a
usually accurate and sometimes interesting report.
In the course of time, Washington being what it was,
we carne to realize that similar media reports were
also being ground out in three or four other units
in Washington. No doubt each had its special justification, we thought, but increasingly that was
not a very convincing analysis.
Whatever it was that we did in the Domestic
Branch of the OWl, we did have some prominent advis e rs.
About once a fortnight I attended a conference with
the group -- Frank Stanton, Paul Lazarsfeld and
Harold Lasswell. Stanton, second in command to
William Paley at the Columbia Broadcasting System,
was handsome, self-confident, impeccably dressed
abo~e.all ch~rming. He must have had exceptional
pol~t~cal sk~lls to have climbed to his national
eminence because, to be very candid about it, he
seemed to most of us singularly vapid and entpty.
Looking back, I cannot remember a single idea, a
single imaginative suggestion that he contri b uted
during the year I served with the organization.
Lazarsfeld was almost totally different.
A shaggy bear of a man, this distinguished sociologist
with a heavy European accent was the true fat h er
of modern marke t research methods, whose pionee ring
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contributions helped bring contemporary survey-based
analysis to maturity. Week after week, he supplied
the OWl staff with an endless stream of practical,
workable hints on how to make our reports more valid,
more timely and more useful.
But it was Harold Lasswell of Chicago and
Yale who fascinated me. The author of numerous and
major works in political science including the famous
Politics, Who Gets What, When and How, Lasswell was
currently on a " content analysis " kick. Content
analysis, put oversimply, attempts to assess the
relative importance a newspaper or magazine or radio
station ascribes to particular subjects. This is
done by counting and measuring the references to
certain key words or phrases that, theoretically,
will lay bare the biases and emphases of the medium,
however well concealed. Our operation was on the
fourth floor of the Jefferson Building, then called
the Library of Congress Annex, which we shared with
some of the units of the Office of Strategic Services
(OSS). Upstairs on the fifth floor, working away
on a Lasswellian research project funded by the
Rockefeller Foundation was a young graduate student
named Joseph Gholson. He was doing a content analysis
of the great -- then great, no longer so -- of the
great Argentinian daily, La Prensa.
Every other Friday, like clockwork, Professor
Lasswell invariably announced, "We rea.lly ought to
do a content analysis of the things we're followin g ,
you know. " Since we were following about 500 newspapers,
150 magazines, films, comic strips, popular songs b y
the gross, someone -- often it was I -- would inquire
"Professor Lasswell, how long has Joe Gholson been
'
doing a content analysis of La Prensa (just one daily
newspaper) upstairs? "
.
nOh , about four months."
"How far has he gotten?"
"About three months' worth -- but theoretically
it ought to be possible."
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And then we would go on to the business of
the morning.
All of that was in 1942. Almost 40 years
later, my son published what reviewers have consi~ered
the definitive book on the Office of War Informatlon.
Issued by the Yale University Press, The Politics of
Propaganda dismissed t h e Domestic Branch , where I
had served, in a brief first chapter and then got on
with the significant contributions -- and controversies
surrounding -- the Overseas Branch.
If he did not
quite come out and label the Domestic Branch as useless -- restricting himself tactfully to judging
it a failure -- he should have done so.
Certainly I had come to that conclusion
by the fall of 1942. When I heard that the Navy
was seeking Phi Beta Kappas -- a most unlikely
criterion -- to enlist in a greatly expanded Japanese
language program, I was ready to move.
Having decided to apply, I made my way
to the old Navy Department headquarters on Constitution
Avenue for my interview with Lieutenant Commander
Albert E. Hindmarsh, the chief recruiter of language
officers. The low-lying, concrete temporary building
-- temporary since World War I -- had a series of
long, straight corridors in which individual offices
were relatively easy to find.
I make that point
because I once tried to find an office in the Pentagon.
At any rate, I discovered the Commander's office
near the end of one such corridor and promptly at
10:00 a.m., the hour of my appointment, I presented
myself.
I was greeted by a young man in a sailor
suit, whose uniform markings I was later to be able
to identify as those of a yeoman second class. At
that moment, for all I knew, he might have been an
admiral in the Chinese Navy.
"Are you Mr. Winkler?" he queried.
"Yes .
Hindmarsh."

I have an appointment with Commander

" I know.

The Commander is expecting you. "
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I looked around, waiting for the clerk
had caught on that he was a clerk -- to usher me
into an inner office.
Instead, he said, "Please
follow me." He turned, went out into the corridor
and marched its length, with me alongside, to a
door which bore the familiar title, as I remembe r
it, of "r~en." Increasingly bewildered, I entered
the head as he held the door open for me.
I was
even more bewildered when I perceived that the
peculiar meeting place appeared to have no one in
it.
I

My guide, to whom our procedure seemed
quite normal, stopped and pronounced into the empty
room, "Commander, this is Mr . Winkler. 1!
From behind the door of one of the stalls
came a voice, "Winkler ? "
"Yes, Sir."
"Fine .

You're in if you can pass the

physical."
That was my interview.
I never saw Commander
Hindmarsh .
Indeed, I did not see him until three
months later when he came out to the school in
Boulder to give the graduati on address to a class
ahead of mine .
As for passing the physical, I be lieve
that it is literally true that I was the only member
of my class of 150 who did not have to have at l east
one waiver to get into the Navy . My friend, Ardath
Burks , also a University of Cincinnati graduate,
who later became one of the leading experts on
Japanese government and politics in the United
States, had five.
As a child he had been severely
burned, so that no hair grew on a substantial part
of his scalp. He was only 5'5" in height , he had
2/20 vision, he was pigeon-breasted and he had
malocclusion of the dentures. How the fact that
hi s back teeth did not meet interfered with his

ability to perform in

the field al~ays escaped me ,
Illy since he was a substantIally better
especla
. ' rless friend.
athlete than h~s wa~ve
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am told t h at the Chief petty Officer, a
long-time regular Navy . edical corpsman, who helped
examine our group, threatened to re~use to do ,so,
even if court martialed , so great d~d h~,cons~der
the danger to the service, but the tale ~s no doubt
apoc ryphal.
I

The Navy had t h e good sense quickly to
abandon the Phi Beta Kappa criterion, but never
figured out what background could best promise proficiency in Japanese. Take Joe Soshnik, who was my
roommate or tentmate t h roughout our service in the
Southwest Pacific and after the war in Japan. Joe,
who later became Chancellor of the University of
Nebraska at Lincoln an d now is a senior partner
of a major stock and b ond house in Omaha, had never
studied any foreign language for a single hour .
A business major at Creighton University, he had
then taken a master's d egree in public administration
at the University of Denver. Yet Joe was by far
the best Japanese lingu ist in our group of 150.
Not only did his grades rank him number 1, but he
actually did speak, read and write Japanese better
than the rest of us.
We were a varied and, more often than
not, a peculiar crew. Abe Cohen, for example, was
a junior high school teacher from New York who had
never been out of the city until he journeyed to
Washington to serve, if I remember correctly, with
the Board of Economic Warfare. He was one of the
group of recruits who were shipped out to Boulder,
Colorado, by rail to begin our training in early
January 1943.
I can still see his eyes, large as
the proverbial saucers, as he saw cows and horses
for the first time in the field and not in their
natural habitat at the Bronx Zoo. One of us patiently
explained to Abe that milk came from a cow, not the
milkman, and that the said cow had to give birth
to a calf before the process could begin.
It took
a little time for the concept to make sense to him .
Once we got out to Boulder, Abe became
one of the more conspicuous of us. Of the seven or
eight hundred who marched raggedly across the football
field at the University of Colorado as we drilled
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every Wednesday afternoon, he was the shortest in
stature -- even shorter than my friend Ardath Burks.
One afternoon, as we plodded along at one end of
the field, there was Abe, way over at the other end
all by himself. He came panting up to Burks and
those of us nearby could hear his frantic whisper:
"For God's sake, Burks, don't ever leave me! When
you're not at my side, I don't know where I am!"
Abe got through his language preparation,
barely served in the central Pacific until the end
of the'war and then was posted to a little village
in Okinawa. There he soon became the welfare officer
not only for the handful of American enlisted men
with him but for the whole village as well. When
he was d~e to be rotated home, the villagers petit~oned
BuPers -- the Bureau of Naval Personnel -- to perm1t
their beloved " father, " Lieutenant Cohen, to stay
with them. Abe, I am told, was the model for the
young lieutenant who played opposite Eli Wallach
in "The Teahouse of the August Moon " -- not so
handsome to be sure, except in his character and
warmth a~d empathy with others. He did get home
eventually and back into the classroom.
Then there was Martin Bronfenbrenner. A
little older than most of us, Bronfenbrenner was
already beginning to be known as an up-and-coming
young economist. He was also caustic, cynical and
singularly tactless.
In four days he managed to
alienate everyone of the twelve or thirteen of us
on the train. We were going to have to live in
barracks -- a dormitory at the University -- the
single men permanently, those of us who were married
until we could find apartments and our wives could
follow us out. So the question became who was goi~g
to share a room with Martin.
In a moment of weakness,
I volunteered.
I remember crawling on hands and
knees before inspection to pick up the lint from
the new sweatshirts we had bought in preparation
for the "undo" -- exercise -- we did every day.
Bronfenbrenner tossed his clothes wherever they
caJ.".e off and took it for granted that others would
take care of them, in self-protection.
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Once Chief Hedge , the petty officer who
supervised our extrarr,ural exe:r;:c ises -: a hopeles~
task -- came into the room wh~le Martln was 10111ng
on the bed . "Chief," he looked up.
" The drapes
and the bedspread in this roo~ d~n't ~atch . Why
don't you do something about It?
ChLef Hedge was
so nonplussed he sputtered and left the room.
~~ other time
heard Hedge complain to Bronfenbrenner,
"I don't know why I can't get along with you eggheads.
I have my master's degree, too."

i

tlThat

SO?11

"Yeah. "
"What's it in? "
I1Physical education."
"That's why. "
The two chief I1 sensei" -- teachers-in-charge
of our language instruction -- were George Nakamura,
a comfortably married educational bureaucrat with
four or five children, and Florence Waln, a placid,
warmhearted maiden lady who must have weighed about
220 pounds.
Bronfenbrenner's contribution to the
underground press that helped give us relief from
the rigors of incessant language drill was a series
of ungrammatical but colorful quasi-Japanese poems,
graphically suggesting all sorts of improper relationships between Waln and Nakamura.
Somehow the poems
never appeared in "Sono Hi No Uwasa " -- freely "The
Daily Rumor" -- which was our official student paper.
When a Bronfenbrenner poem surfaced,
Lieutenant Conover, a former Pennsylvania high
school teacher who was ~n d charge
o f o u r no~-1anguagp
d
us the Art~cles of
tra~ning,.a~serobled Ufs ahn

War deta111ng a l l o t e 0
couid be shot. He did this

~~1~sp;~u~:~~e~s,
naval
one

1

about once every

t wo

think, his frustration ~lth

.
unch
he was
off1cer",.
T~ ~2~_

was ever shot.

~~:~ses for which we

-c.... ~=,=.-. ~~, ..
my KHowled.ge, no

SUpposed

,-""c-_to

,-,.1;
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One final example. Mike Hodes was in the
class ahead of mine, so I only got to know him in
the Pacific where we served together for about
eighteen months.
He was one of the brightest and
one of the laziest people I ever knew. Like Milo
Minderbinder, the character in Joseph Heller's
" Catch-22," he was always looking for an angle,
always promoting some special deal. When we arrived
in Manila in early 1945, shooting was still going
on, but Mike wangled permission for our group of
language officers to swim in the pool of the
Malacanam -- the Presidential -- Place. Even
earlier, our joint, Navy-Arm-American-BritishAustralian-Canadian-French Allied Translator and
Interrogator Service had been stationed at the
totally destroyed Santa P~na racetrack on the outskirts of Manila. Within 48 hours Mike had obtained
a refrigerator for our beer, a generator to hook
it up to -- there was still no light to read by
except in the few so-called offices in which we
studied captured documents -- and some seven or
eight dozen comfortable Navy mattresses complete
with pillow cases and sheets. He was also responsible
for persuading a Navy exterminating unit to come
in and eliminate about a thousand huge rats that
were insisting on sharing the race track with us.
At Santa Anna eventually a separate
barracks was built for the WAC -- the Women's
Auxiliary Corps -- detachment that did much of the
clerical work in ATIS. When it was completed,
I was one of the party assigned to follow our CO,
Colonel Sidney Mashbir, on his tour of inspection.
Mashbir was a self-satisfied martinet who took
himself extraordinarily seriously.
He inspected
every nook and cranny of the women's installation
without saying a word. Finally at the end, he
drew. himself up, announced that the holes in the
latr~nes were too small for women's bottoms, ordered
t h em made larger and marched off. So far as I
kn ow, that was his major contribution to the war
e ffort.
To get back to Mike Hodes.
It came as
no s urp rise to any of us when we learned after the
~ar t h at he had taken a post with the United States
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customs Service. His job ? He sat all day watching
foreign movies to see whethe r they contained pornographic material that should be barred from t he
country. What he does in these more permissive
days, I do not know.
But this account is supposed to be about
the training of the ;avy 's Japanese language specia~is t: 
Boulder was of cours e a del ightful place to be stat~one ~
Much smaller than it is n ow, it was about a mile
square, bounded on the no rth, .south, e~st and west
by flourishing liquor stores Just outs~de the dry
local option laws of the community.
It had not
yet been engulfed b y the pollution making its way
up the hills fro ro Den ver . From our living room
\olindow my wife a nd I could look out at the Flatirons,
the first foothills of the Rockies, where we could
h ike and picnic on the occasional Sunday we had a
little time of f .
Every three months, the language officers
we re given a fortn ight off. Most of us made our
way to Este s or el sewhere in Rocky Mountain National
Park or to Colorado Springs for a sybartic stay at
the Broadmoor -- at the time some of us were only
reluctantly welcome there -- or at the old Antlers,
now long since gone. We could go anywhere, if we
could afford to, during those leave periods .
So
too could our Caucasian instructors. But our Nisei
teachers, most of them " relocated" from the West
Coast, were confined to Boulder itself. That policy
created some singular and often disturbing situation s.
George Watanabe, one of our best teachers, for ex a mpl e,
had b een a San Francisco physician. Now a b out 50
years old, he had served in the American Ar my during
Wo rld Wa r I, had b e en wounded in France and had
received the Purple Heart citation was well as two
med als for b ravery in action.
Had he not been.
instructin g us ~n Bou~der, he woul d have been 1 n
one of the Japanese-Ame rican camps that we so
euphemistically labeled

"relocation centers. 1!

A~ i~

was, his.74-year-old mother and several

SIblIngs were In such a camp. When she became
seriously ill, he was refuspd per=~~D£~~ t= . hr=~R1
a nd be with her.
She d ied without s e eIng hIm .
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Although Dr. Watanabe never u t tere~ a word ?f com~laint,
many of us were bitter about a po l ~cy born ~n pan~c
and fed by racial prejudice among more America~s
than it is comfortable to remember. Paranthetlcally,
Dr . Roger Daniels of the University of Cincinnati
History Department is probably the most knowledgeable
scholar in the country on the whole sordid story of
the mistreatment of our fellow Americans during the
war.
The faculty carne from everywhere under the
sun.
The Kohlers had been a Protestant missionary
team in Japan for about 30 years and were among the
last Americans to be repatriated before Pearl Harbor.
Robert Hall and several others had been businessmen
who had learned their Japanese on the job . Generally,
their i mpressive verbal facility was not matched by
their sense of the structure of the language and in
some instances their grasp of written Japanese was
defective. Among the Nisei were the physician I
have mentioned, several lawyers, some businessmen
of all ages, high school teachers, university
professors, even a professional golfer . Some made
major contributions to East Asian studies after the
war and several were already scholars of enviable
reputation when they were sent to Boulder . The
Caucasian instructors were in Boulder b y choice.
The Nisei, I suppose, also had a choice -- between
Boulder and one of the relocation camps -- but our
impression was that they took their work seriously
and were determined, against the odds of time and
the inadequacies of the raw material, to mak e
fluent lin g uists out of that material. A few
of them could not help communicating their bittern e ss at their treatment to some of the language
officers. Most were cheeful, cooperative and
surprisingly -- surprisingly because only a minority
were trained teachers -- effective.
A number of the Nisei sensei -- teachers
became good friends of ours.
Since several of t h e
female teachers were superb Japanese cooks, a
number of our wives learned how to make sukiyaki,
tempura and other less commonly known dishes.
Se veral were proficient in the Japanese tea ceremony,
a highly styliz e d, gentle, almost meditative window
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into the nature of trad itional Japa~ese cult~re.
,
Others taught us the simple beautr ~nheren~ :n var~ouS
schools of flower arrang ement, us~ng the ll~~ted
species available to us in the Rocky Mountaln area.
Among them -- -isei and Caucasians alike
the faculty displaye d a wide spectrum of language
and pedagogical styles .. Some w7re ge~ial and,
encouraging, others strlct and lnflexlble.
Slnce
they -- or at least thei r families -- came from all
over Japan, the Nisei provided us with experience
of substantial differences in the spoken language,
sometimes to our considerable confusion. But the
differences, we soon came to understand, helped
turn our Japanese into a real living language,
instead of the st ilted artificiality of textbook
exercises.
Our reg u lar routine consisted of almost
nothing but Japanese for five and a half days each
week. Once a week on Wednesday we marched around
the football field for an hour, pretending to be
military types, and every day an hour was set
aside for "undo" -- exercise -- when we played football or basketball or volleyball to work off some
of the tensions that were inevitable concomitants
of constant language drill. Everything else was
Japanese. The language students were dividing
into classes of five each. Every day we had an
hour of conversation, another hour of reading,
another of writing Japanese, still another of
watching Japanese movies -- our favorite was HAo
Zora !l -- liMy Blue Heaven" -- a film so bad it was
great fun.
In between, at meals for example, only
Japanese was permitted. Those of us who were
married and lived off base, that is, the campus,
had the advantage of speaking English with our
spouses -- although some of them pursued the study
of the language on their own. Actually, we probably
suffered in our fluency from not being under such
constant observation as were the unmarried officers.
The gangs of five were constantly being
rearranged. Every three or four weeks.our ~nstr~~~or 
were changed as well. One heard a varlety of accents,
experienced different instructional modes, never
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quite got so used to a particular style that there
was no need to concentrate in order to lea:n 7 Only
in the last two or three months of our tralnlng
were some of the top groups of five kept together
and given an even more intensive working over by
the faculty .
I can still picture Henry Tatsumi
he had been Professor of Japanese language and
literature at the University of washington and
was one of the leading Japanese grammarians in
the world -- I can see Tatsumi in one of those
top groups with tears rolling down his plump cheeks
as Martin Silverman, who was usually compulsively
competitive, tried to tell a Jewish joke in Japanese.
I do not know whether Tatsumi, who knew Yiddish,
was laughing at the story or crying at the violation of the Japanese language, but I do know that
he was one of the b est teachers I have ever had.
From the beginning, so the theory went,
we were to learn the language as a child does, building from the very simple step by step, b lock by
block, with no intervention from such artificial
aids as grammatical rules, analysis of structure
and the like. Almost from that same beginning,
a number of us went out to the Colorado bookstore
to purchase Yamagiwa's Modern Japanese Grammar.
We were too old, our minds were too set in patterns
of analysis for an oral-aural method to b e used
exclusively.
And, in fact, those of us who did
study grammar on our own turned out to have a better
grasp of the language and to use it more effectively
than most of the others.
Time not spent in class was spent studying.
Every evening till eleven or twelve most of us read
and reread our assignments, went over and over again
the kanji cards -- the cards on which we had written
the Japanese ideograms we had to learn b y rote.
Japanese as a spoken language is not too difficult.
It is structured something like German, with long
de pendent clauses coming first and with the verb
usually at the end of the sentence . Unlike ~erman,
h owever, it is not highly inflected and, unllke the
~ore
each charac~er does not have
"
.
h i t s meanIng . But the
'='~Y'i?:r ~~ t:9.~~~ .. ~~~c~_~ _ a~2e ~-F cc:m,p]_QX characters

difficult Chinese,
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that must be memorized, wa s very tough.
I can still
hea r Nakasone Sensei in ton ing, liB-san, one stroke
missing!" Bronfenbrenner san -- Mr. Bronfenb renner
was " B-san,1I since there wa s no way that a palate
and jaw accustomed to Japanese could cope with
IIBronfenbrenner. 1I
On Saturday mo rning there was a three-hour
exam, partly translati on of written passage, partly
reproduction of oral ap anese, partly composition
in Japanese. Typically, the Navy required a grade
for each student every week and we were carefully
sorted out to the decimal point.
I was seventee nth
in our class at the end of our fourteen months.
I
know the exact place, be cause the first five of our
group went to Washington and then out to New Guinea.
The nex t twelve -- of whom I was the last -- were
ord ere d to Tracy, California, and then also to New
Guinea. The remainder went to Hawaii, where I am
told the duty was rather more attractive. Most
of us had to spend the rest of Saturday and a good
part of Sunday catch ing up on work that never seemed
to get done. A few found the pressure too great
and had to drop o u t of the program, occasionally
we learned that some one had failed the security
check and had been washed out, and for those who
managed to hang on, the periodic holidays were
necessities, not lux uries.
After fourteen months of this regimen,
we were all shipped east to New York for a month's
orientation in what was fancifully called an
Advanced Intelligence School. Since the school
was housed on the west side of the Henry Hudson
Hotel, a former professional women's residence -later another kind of professional woman was to
conduct business from the street in front of the
hotel -- it seemed peculiar to leave one's room
on the seventh floor, get off the elevator at the
fifth floor, salute the duty officer and request
II Permission to come aboard, sir.1I For me t h e
highlight of the month, other than Paul Robeson's
magnificent Othello in the performance in which
my University of Cincinnati classmate Jack ~1 anning
formerly Jack Marx -- played Rodrigo, was learning
a bit of navigation from Garrett Mattingly, the
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superb Columbia historian whose study of The Armada
is a 20th century classic of narrative history.
Mattingly, who had just come off a tour of duty on
the cruiser Marblehead, was already showing the symptoms
o f the emphyzema that was to take his life, but his
l ove of the sea and his knowledge of naval matte rs
s hone through the painful wheeze that accompanied
h is every sentence. Our study of navigation, plane
re cognition, underwater detection, Japanese order
of battle, to say nothing of ten or eleven Broadway
s hows, completed, we were shipped out on our way
to our respective assignments in the Pacific. For
my part, I left behind a pregnant wife and was indeed
n ot to see my first child until months after the
war ended when he was just a year old.
How successful was the Navy's -- and the
Army's also, for that matter -- language training?
In the long run, spectacularly so. One only has to
l ist a few of those who made careers in various
f acets of East Asian studies to make the point.
There was Donald Keene, for example, whose translati ons from the Japanese and Chinese were not only
i mpeccable in content and tone, but genuine works
of art in their own right. There was Jerry Cohen,
Dean of the Bernard Bar uch School of Bus iness and
a uthor of several major works on the Japanese
e conomy.
There were Alex Soper of Bryn Mawr (my
c OIDmanding officer in Japan after the war) and
Faubian Bowe rs, General MacArthur 's adviser, who
be came our leading authorities on Japanese art
and culture.
There were Arthur Tiedemann and
Roger Hackett and Robert Ward and Ardath Burks
a nd many other historians and political scientists
who have made the United States the major nonJapanese center of Japanese studies in the world .
All of them learned their Japanese during the
war under the auspices of one or the othe r armed
se rvice.
And there were others who did not pursue

t~~ir interest in Japanese studies, but profited

-.:nc.oubtedly from the rigorous d iscipline of the
: : ocram -- like Sandy Kadish, Professor of Law at
s~~~=ord and recently president of the Ass ociation
~= ;-er ican Law Schools; or Sidney Fine of the
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University of Michigan, the biogra~her of Frank
Murphy and the historian of the Un~ted ~uto Worke:s~
or Leslie Fielder of S~~ at Buffalo, llt~rary crltlc
and sometimes enfant terrible of that curlOUS craft;
or Frank Purdy who worked with Walter Langsa~ at
the University of Cincinn ati; or even the wr~ter
of this present paper, who abandoned his Japa~ese
to return to English h istory before also fall~ng
from grace into the bottomless pit of administration.
Certainly after the war the nation reaped
rich benefits from its modest investment in the
Japanese language officers, at least from those
who continued to use their language in scholarly
and cultural fiel d s as well as in business and
technology. But of course postwar contributions
were not the aim of the program . How e ffective was
it in facilitating the conduct of the Pacific war?
How useful were t he language officers in the struggle
against Japan?
My own experience may give some indication
of what language officers actually did when t hey
we re sent out on Pacific duty. After leaving the
Hen ry Hudson Hotel, twelve of us spent two months
at a questionably legal prisoner-of-war detention
center at Tracy, California. It was legal because
Japan had not signed the Geneva Convention whi ch
dealt with treatment of war prisoners, questionable
bec ause at Tracy, the United States, which had
signed the Convention, was ke eping a handful of
Japanese sailers and three German submarine officers
separated from their fellow prisoners for us to practicE
interrogation on them. Tracy completed, we spe nt
another month in San Francisco awaiting transportation to what turned out to be Seventh Fleet He adquarters at Hollandia, New Guinea .
Eighteen.
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to Ho llandia. I spent the night in a Quonset hut
b arracks, then made my way toward the intelligence
shack to report for duty. As a large, older man
with lots of scrambled egg on his cap approached
me, I began to salute almost convulsively. He

.
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put his hand on my shoulder and gently advised, "We
don't do that around here, sonny." He was Admiral
Kincaid, the Commanding Officer of the Seventh Fleet.
About a week later, I drew the duty of
delivering our morning intelligence report to General
MacArthur's headquarters on another hill about a
mile or so away. Not only did we wear our overseas
caps, unheard of on duty at Seventh Fleet, but when
we arrived at General Willoughby's office we stood
strictly at attention, saluted and marched stiffly
in and out.
At SEFIC - Seventh Fleet Intelligence Center
language officers worked closely with communications
officers. We handled messages from coast watchers
Filipinos or East Indians who reported by radio on
Japanese land and naval movements. Occasionally,
a sig'na1 would no longer be heard and we would
have to assume that the enemy had caught up \'>rith
our friend and his transmitter. As the Center
monitored the position of Japanese troops and naval
units, we helped interpret intercepted messages
and other clues that clarified both movements and
intentions. None of us out in the field, of
course, was involved with the units that were
following the top secret Japanese codes, li ke
MAGIC, but other language officers, usually based
in Washington, worked with the cryptanalysts and
other technicians to track the messages and
operation orders sent out in those codes.
In early October of 1944, I was ordered
to report to the Commanding Officer of Transport
Division 26 on the u.s .s. Calloway. I knew from my
work in SEFIC that Trans Div . 26 was scheduled to
carry part of the 77th Army Division north for the
invasion of the Philippines, but I did not yet
know that the island of Leyte was the destination.
Driving down the mountain from Seventh Fleet Headqua rters to board the Calloway in Hollandia Gulf ,
~e could see the hundreds upon hundreds of vessels
ttat made up only one part of the assau~t . f07ce
being gathered to help reconquer the Phl~lpplne~.
I hac never seen so many ships together ln my l1fe
~o~ can I imagine that anyone else had, either.
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At Leyte itself , I had very little to do.
I spent a little time on the beach with the army
group , then got back to ship and out of Leyte Gulf
just before the erupt ion of the greatest naval
battle of all time, t he second battle of the
Philippine seas. The Cal loway, a naval flagship
with a Coast Guard ere " had been in the invasions
of North Africa, of Sicily , of Italy, of France,
and now of the Philippine s without a scratch.
When we arrived at Gua: , Commodore v.7right, the
flag officer of the Di is ion, gave roe the choice
of staying with the ship or reporting back to
New Guinea. Be cause.y wife was pregnant and
I had not h e ard from home in over a month, I
chose to go back. W~en I got back to Hollandia
by thumbing rides via Kwajalean and Manus Islands,
some 53 letters were wait ing for me. They may
_he Calloway steamed down
h ave saved my life.
to New Caledonia from Guam , picked up another
contingent of troop s for the landing in Lingayen
Gulf on Luzon and ea 'ght one of the first of
the Kamikaze, the Japanese suicide planes, flush
on the bridg e -- my battle station . Twenty-six
of the men who had become my good friends, the
Commo d ore a mong them, per ished.
From New Guinea , most of my group was
ordered to Brisbane , Aus tralia, where we joined
the Allied Translator and Interrogator Se ction I
~ave already men;i~ne ~ . He:e our work was heavily
order of battle ~n ~ts or~entation. Japanese
soldiers and sailors car ried pay books which included
the dates and places of the individual's service
By coll~ting, translat ing and analyzing paybooks:
along w~~h oth~r materials captured from prisoners
or men k~lled ~n acti on, we were able to trace the
m~v~ments of J~panese forces, their changing compos~t~on
Thus
t ' . and the~r battle readiness •
.
, wh en we
an ~c~pated fa~ing t he last Kwantung Army, so fa~ous
on the East AS1an con tinent , in the Philippines,
we knew that the Ar my had fo r some time been used
as the cadre,for ot he r, u~its and was now composed
of raw recru~ts.
In s~m~l ar fashion, we analyzed
naval strength and stra tegy, interroga ted prisone rs ,
sent down to Australia as likely sources of informat1on
and studied such documents as captured operation
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orders to get a better fix on Japanese military and
naval movements in our theater of operations.
vfuen we moved up to Manila early in 1945,
the pattern was essentially the same and continued
until the end of the war. Then ATIS disappeared
and our group scattered.
I was posted first to
the Navy Technical Mission to Japan in Sasebo, a
for mer naval base, and Tokyo, then transferred to
the u.s. Strategic Bombing Survey, Japan, and
eventually ordered home to be discharged .
In
between, I served briefly on the U.S.S. Auburn
with the Fifth Amphibious Force, managed to get
to Shanghai for a while and had some curious duty
with an Underwater Demolition Team on the u.s.s.
Schmitt, a tiny destroyer escort.
In both the
Technical Mission and the Bombing Survey, we
language officers acted as interpreters while
relatively high-ranked officers -- in my case,
naval officers -- queried their Japanese counterparts.
I was somewhat amused, perhaps cynically
so, for example, when the officers responsible
for the naval fiasco off Savo Island persuaded the
Japanese who had defeated them to agree that they
would have followed the same -- disastrous -- cours e
had they been in command of the American and Australian
vessels. The Japanese officers we re most accommodating, clearly ready to tell the victors what they
wanted to hear. Later, if I as a historian had
little confidence in the usefulness of the conclusions in such documents as the Bombing Survey,
the reason should be apparent.
As must be evident, I had a relatively
easy war.
Some of my fellow language officers had
it easier; some had more demanding duties; a fe,..;r
were seriously wounded; even fewer were killed in
action.
Some specialized in interrogation; others
dealt almost exclusively with radio intercepts;
still others worked solely with documents -operation orders, pay books, letters, geographical
manuals, a heterogenous collection of materials
from which nuggets of valuable information could
often be quarried.
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Sometime after I arrived in Boulder, Commander
Hindmarsh, who had recr uited me, arrived to deliver
the graduation address to a more senior class of
language officers. All of us were gathered in the
auditorium and, as he walked onto the stage, I saw
him for the first time in my life. He gave a rousing
talk, concluding his peroration by pointing at the
graduating group and pronouncing, "Everyone of you
men is worth a batt leship!"
He paused for a moment, thought it over,
and corrected himse lf, "Or at least a cruiser. "
He may have been right.

